Abstract-Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) is one of the reinforcement learning models, which is basically known to state the challenge of balancing exploration and exploitation. Many real-world learning and optimization problems can be modeled in this way. In this study, conventional techniques such as Pursuit, Softmax, and Reinforcement-Comparison, are implemented individually. Later, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is integrated with these techniques to improve average reward in non-stationary and episodic multi-armed bandit. The comparative results present that the hybrid techniques improve average reward.
I. INTRODUCTION
N many real-world situations, we need to make decisions in order to maximize some numerical goals such as reward or profit. Sometimes, these decisions or the actions might not be fully observable by the time. Thus, we could utilize the known ones as well as, keep on exploring for new knowledge hidden in further found actions [1] . Since both approaches are not possible at the same time, the mentioned issue is addressed as the challenge of balancing exploration and exploitation. Undoubtedly, MAB problems are one of the best known methods to picture this challenge.
The multi-armed bandit problem is a mathematical model in reinforcement learning, which studies on the efficiency of information collection in stochastic and uncertain environment [2] . A decision-maker in each episode, is frequently asked to choose among n different actions and based on this choice, a numerical stochastic reward is returned. The final goal is to maximize the total sum of rewards over for example, 2000 times of action selection [3] .
In the current studied bandit problem, each action is assigned a quantity called action value which is, derived by a standard normal distribution [4] . It is assumed that, there is no certain prior knowledge about this value by the time of choosing each action as well as, the bandit problem is nonstationary. The objective is to increase the returned average reward, over 2000 episodes of action selection, using a hybrid technique with PSO.
Heretofore, similar hybrid by Genetic algorithm has been done and produced approximately similar results to the conventional multi-armed bandit methods [3] , [5] .
To evaluate the proposed PSO hybrid technique, a number of simulations have been done. Based on the numerical results, the average reward is significantly improved after the hybrid. This paper is organized as follow: In section II, the non-stationary Multi-armed Bandit problems are defined. Sections III and IV, present the conventional techniques and the Particle Swarm Optimization approach, respectively and part V, belongs to the results and discussion.
II. 1 B NON-STATIONARY MULTI-ARMED BANDIT PROBLEM
Non-stationary MAB is one of the most challenging types of Bandit problems which the agents face increasing complexity of the environment. In such situations, there is no exact knowledge about action values thus, it will be more difficult to pick an action. The non-stationary multi-armed bandit problem can be formulated as follows:
A decision-making agent is facing n different actions (a i ), i=1, 2, 3, …, n, and is asked to choose only one among all, in each episode of play, t j whereas, j=1, 2, 3, … , K.
Clearly, after each action selection, based on the quality of decision, the agent is rewarded numerically r tj (a i 
B. Softmax
Although choosing an action with the highest value (greedy action), is one of the most well-known way, but it has a significant weak point. The exploration process is done equally among all actions, either optimal or sub-optimal and considers the same probabilities for all actions to be chosen.
One way to come over this problem is to weigh the value of estimating functions for each action according to its optimality. In this case, the greedy action will have the highest probability to be chosen and the rest will receive different probabilities based on their values. This approach is called Softmax which often uses Boltzman action selection rule. The most common Boltzman method uses the following distribution: Where a is the chosen action in the t th play, b is any available action, and T is a positive parameter called temperature. By applying appropriate settings for T, Softmax will significantly work better on non-stationary MAB.
Higher values for T bring almost equal probabilities for all actions. Unlike, lower values make differences in the probabilities of actions. Some researchers might find Softmax a bit difficult since, it might require prior knowledge about T, action values, and e.
C. Reinforcement Comparison
The fundamental feature of reinforcement learning is that the more profitable actions, should own higher probabilities to be taken. In order to achieve that, Reinforcement-Comparison algorithms, not only maintain each action value estimations, but also an overall reward level and separate quantity for the action preferences. Let ) (a p t , the priority of action a in the t th play then, according to Softmax equation, the probability of choosing a is as follows: 
IV. 3 B PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle swarm optimization is one of the well-known swarm intelligence approaches which was first introduced by Kennedy, Erbert and Shi to model social behavior [6] , [7] . Afterwards, PSO was utilized in optimization problems as a global search method in the search space. This iterative algorithm, considers moving particles in the search space that each is, one of the possible answers. Each particle has two main traits; velocity and position.
In each iteration, all particles update their personal record according to their best experienced position and accelerate toward the particle with the best record. A simple PSO formulation and flowchart are as follows: 
Where ij v , ij x are respectively the velocity and position of the particle i th toward the dimension of j in the search space. ij p is the best experienced position by particle i and g is the best discovered position among all particles. w, 0.4<w<0.9, is a small quantity called, inertia Coefficient. It enables PSO to explore for better records in the search space or exploit on the best found. The higher value of w, makes PSO to explore more and causes slower convergence, whereas the lower amount for w, makes the algorithm exploit on the best found records. 
B. PSO Hybrid Technique
In the proposed hybrid algorithm, 10 particles are corresponded to 10 available actions. The initial position of each is derived from the Uniform distribution
This value is the initial probability of choosing each action in Multi-Armed Bandit. The initial velocity of each particle is considered 0. The average reward in MAB is considered as the fitness function of PSO that after each action selection one value for action is noticed. In every episode, each particle (action) updates its personal record -if notices any improvement-and accelerates toward the one with the best known fitness (average reward). Note that, the best known particle, is the action with the highest actual 
